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The first three root races resided in heaven. When their souls had
gone through a mastery of the 12 lines of the clock of God power, love,
mastery, control, obedience, wisdom, harmony, gratitude, justice,
reality, vision, victory; they would make their ascension after two
cycles on the 12 lines. This was delayed after the fall of man. These
souls did not take embodiedment on earth. They were of the heaven
or etheric worlds where they gained their mastery.
Seven Rays of qualities are mastered. Beginning with the blue
flame of the power and will of God, one goes through cycles of testings
in the use of free will as talent and good. All Seven Rays are learned,
however one will generally grow by choice under a particular God
quality or ray. One chooses to serve in one of the seven, of will,
wisdom, love, purity, manifestation, peace or freedom.
The purpose of life is found however in the balance of the
threefold flame of the heart of power wisdom love or the Christ flame.
Mastery of the Seven Rays is the work of ones hands or talent. It may
not be how one grows in spiritual Christ light. Absent a threefold
flame, one cannot find mastery of the Christ flame.
The causal body is where you store up your “treasures in
heaven”all kind thoughts and deeds that do not pass away.
You are created with an I AM Presence, Holy Christ Self and a
soul. These are three aspects of what has free will, each having its
own. What are miscreations as the carnal mind can comprise the will.
The soul can also become corrupted in the use of free will. The will of
God is then outside oneself and one cannot master life without the
presence of the Archangels.
The Archangel of the Will of God and Faith is Archangel
Michael. One can seek a love tie in ones life to the Archangels that
one might find the Will of God live and proceed in an orderly will.
The 40 Michael decrees call upon all 12 Archangels.

The Path of the Will of God
After the fall of man, the soul incarnates through the birth process
and remembers not previous lifetimes. The Causal Body is where the
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good deeds are stored in a bank. The soul cannot access these
treasures in heaven unless one follows in the will of God.
Have you thought to become more of Christ today? Have you
found Christ or are you only seeking power and not God mastery?
All good deeds in the will of God can be banked as your
treasures in heaven that can be Christ scripture to guide your life.
Have you studied a scriptural reading today?
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